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Fraction of wealth held by 95% of population
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Earnings profiles (college and non-college)

(3) Search technology

Average unemployment duration

(4) Idiosyncratic firm productivity

Average number of jobs held over a lifetime
and ‘equilibrium response’ to layoff taxes

(5) Disutility of work

Cross-time and cross-continent unemployment
and permanent earnings volatility

Check auxiliary implications of the analysis
(i) life-cycle profiles of asset holdings and consumption
(ii) unemployment duration and long-term unemployment by age group
(iii) autocorrelations of individual earnings at different lag orders and by age group
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Job tenures of inexperienced and experienced workers
Observations

Calibration outcomes
Average number of jobs held

Hall (AER, 1982):
“by age 24, the average worker has held four
jobs out of the ten he or she will hold in an
entire career.”

Davis and Haltiwanger (NBER Macro, 1990):
“March-to-March establishment-level
employment changes, we calculate that
manufacturing’s rates of … destruction
averaged 11.3% per year … quarter-to-quarter
rates are larger yet … 5.62% on a quarterly
basis.”

… annual job destruction rate for
experienced worker in the U.S. model
economy is 14.4%
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Realization of
stochastic events

Random matching in the labor market
Workers supply labor
and invest in human capital

Earnings shock θ

Firms with productivity z
demand labor

Firms rent capital and produce

Human capital
invest. outcome

Human capital loss

Exogenous job destruction rate λ
(the same fraction of workers must leave the labor market)
~
Additional forced layoffs of inexperienced workers at rate λ – λ
(but no jobs are destroyed)

Firm productivity

Endogenous job destruction by firms at rate q
(the same fraction of workers must leave the labor market)
Continuing employed
inexperienced workers
become experienced
with prob. π

Workers quit voluntarily
(but no jobs are destroyed)
Workers consume and make decisions for next period

